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Abstract
Special Operations Force (SOF) requires an automated insertion suite for situational
awareness sensors. A two-semester effort has been taken inside a Capstone project to plan,
prototype, and design a method to achieve the needs of a particular stakeholder group. This
group of stakeholders includes military personnel, police, and field service personnel for covert
unmanned placement of sensors at elevated locations. Research, a detailed design process,
prototyping and analysis has been conducted to optimize a multitude of subsystems within our
insertion suite. The subsystems include delivery/deployment of sensors, adhesive sticking of
sensors following deployment, drone system vertical ascension for variable height during
deployment of sensors, rover support for docking with drone systems, and communications /
signal processing across systems.
Through techniques of design innovation, our prototypes were downselected to reflect a
full system composed of these subsystems, in order to achieve the placement of a sensor package
at a desired location. This text sets out to describe our research, selection and design processes
throughout the course of our work.

Problem Overview
Special Operations Force (SOF) requires an automated insertion suite for situational
awareness sensors. The Air Force Research Labs (AFRL) have decided to conduct a University
Design Challenge, which calls for a device that can covertly place a sensor up to a height of 100
feet. In this report we will be conducting a thorough overview and analysis of the mechanisms
we plan to develop. Under the guidance of Dr. Dan Jensen we will be using the Design
Innovation method.
The Design Innovation method consists of four phases named Discover, Define, Develop,
and Deliver. Throughout the report we will be providing specific insight of all the different
methods and techniques used within each phase. Inside the Discover phase, activities such as the
identification of stakeholders, interviews, Scenarios generation, and Affinity Analysis are
conducted to allow our team to identify and understand the needs of stakeholders. The goal of
this phase is to understand the problem at hand, and to alleviate any knowledge discrepancies
inside the team. Once insights have been made from the Discover phase, groups of specific
design functionalities are created. Entering the Define phase, the goal is to reframe the perceived
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problem at hand, here this will allow us to explore different ideas and potential points of views
that may not be visible in first observations. Activities within this phase are Function
Decomposition and the Journey Map. Following the Define phase is the Develop phase where
the goal of the team is to ideate and model concepts based on identified insights and point of
views developed from the first two phases. Inside this phase we work with Mind Maps, Design
by Analogy, and 6-3-5 sketches to brainstorm potential ideas. We then use the Real Win Worth
Analysis and decision matrix to down select to our best solutions.
Finally we progress through the Develope phases where the purpose is to iteratively
prototype and test down selected concepts. In this phase the team broke down into five different
subgroups which are the Main Vehicle Device Design, Vertical Ascension, Sensor Attachment,
Sensor Deployment, and Data Communications team. Throughout this phase we are in constant
contact with advisors, technical experts, and faculty to help revise the team’s progress and
analysis.

Customer Needs & Affinity Analysis
First Phase of the 4-D Design Innovation Process-Discover Phase:
The Discover phase was an opportunity for understanding the problem at hand. The
purpose of this phase is to help reduce any knowledge deficits that the team may have. Here we
break this phase into two sections where Customer Needs are identified, and Affinity Analysis is
used to group specific customer needs into design functionalities.

Customer Needs:
The customer needs consists of requirements that are catered towards law enforcement,
hunters, rescue teams, firemen, United States Army, United States Department of Defense’s
United States Special Operations Command, Air Force Research Labs, and government entities
like the Federal Bureau of Investigations or the Central Intelligence Agency. Our team thought of
a variety of general needs that focused on interaction with people, navigation, maneuverability,
interaction with environment, defense countermeasures, and materials.
Interaction with people consisted of ideas that revolved around a vehicle design that
involved on site personal for a variety of situations. Implementing a direct line of communication
by means of video feed for personal or object recognition and audio feed with a microphone for a
two-way communication system.
Navigating the vehicle requires control systems that would allow a vehicle to maneuver
from one location to another. The team thought of global position systems that would rely on
4
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coordinate systems to map out the vehicle’s traversal. Thermal and infrared systems were
proposed to overcome weather or visibility complications.
Maneuverability revolved around accessing difficult locations or handling materials.
Some of the difficult locations have been listed as terrain such as muddy landscapes, buildings
with limited access, and elevated locations without a ground path to access the target. Handling
materials whether dangerous or heavy, were considered for the safety of the personnel involved
with a mission/operation.
The vehicle’s ability to withstand environmental obstacles was important for the versatile
nature of the vehicle. Size of the vehicle was considered for overcoming smaller environments
such as entrances to a building that are restricted from fallen debris or damage. Harsh weather
conditions like rain or snow, everything between daylight and night attributed to ideas of resilient
materials to water or dust, along with a self-illuminating system for darker environments.
Defense countermeasures such as software preventing unauthorized access to the
vehicle's controls systems would ensure the designated personnel would always operate the
vehicle. Another countermeasure was a self-destruct mode in case a mission was compromised.
Materials consisting of advanced battery technology, resistance to external damage,
weatherproof enclosure, and appropriate colors for stealth. All of these ideas were addressed
with a main goal of allowing the vehicle to be deployed in any real-world situation.
The customer needs were aimed at determining the core requirements of our
stakeholders. Law enforcement, military, civilian, and rescue teams were the main stakeholders
when developing the customer needs.

Affinity Analysis:
The Affinity Analysis is a method used for analyzing co-occurrences between activities
performed by specific groups of individuals. Our team thought of a variety of scenarios that
would be conducted by military organizations. Rescue, reconnaissance, hostage situations, drone
attacks, bomb defusal/disposal operations, radioactive material operations, sensitive
equipment/information recovery, and landing zone identification. These scenarios were based on
typical operations that armed forces would conduct.
Rescue missions, such as locating stranded individual(s) in an isolated or barren location.
A video feed on a vehicle could be used to locate/recognize a person(s) of interest while
traveling through an environment with limited visibility. Advanced battery technology would
allow for longer deployments and for a stable connection to the operators.
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Hostage scenarios would use robust systems that could withstand extensive physical
damage while deployed in a hostile environment. Using a two way audio system for hostage
negotiation, also an audio filtering system for detecting the location of hostages. Arming a
vehicle with non-lethal weapons to disarm or stun human threats. Implementing an array of
mechanical contraptions to open doors or access difficult spots.
Drone attacks conducted by military personnel to identify enemy locations and attacking
an area of interest. A versatile waterproof drone with state of the art navigation, infrared and
thermal cameras for overcoming lighting conditions for targeting systems, an integrated weapon
system would be used for initiating an attack, and an efficient power supply system for long
deployment sessions.
Reconnaissance missions for surveying locations for topographic data. A stealth
orientated color scheme would allow for an undetectable vehicle that would carry an integrated
shield enclosure to prevent unauthorized access or control of the vehicle. Data could be gathered
by using a microphone with a long range condenser for detecting movement or assailants.
Improvised Explosive Devices (I.E.D.s) could be defused or set off with an autonomous
vehicle. A driver could remotely access an area with possible I.E.D.s and use sonar sensors for
detecting buried or out of sight explosives. A robot with mechanical arms could be used for
defusing or removing an I.E.D. and the robot’s material would be able to withstand use or an
accidental detonation for reuse. Depending upon the situation, cheaper robots could be used for
setting off I.E.D.s.
First responders or nuclear facility personnel could use a robot to handle radioactive
materials. A navigation system would consist of an advanced tracking system, video feed, and
thermal feed to the operator for detecting radioactive materials. The robot would be designed to
withstand radioactive exposure, temperature variances, and condensation. Sensors for detecting
radioactive material so that the dangerous materials could be moved with mechanical arms.
An aircraft goes down, carrying sensitive information, and a recovery team is required
to access a crash site. Topographic data could be gathered with a drone to survey where the
aircraft has landed and if there are survivors near the crash site. Similar to reconnaissance,
providing a rescue team with information would allow for swift execution of a rescue operation.
Identifying a safe landing zone for a helicopter, could utilize an autonomous vehicle to
determine if the desired location is safe. Pilots and Special Forces Operators could survey an area
remotely, by using a vehicle such as a drone or an on the ground robot to place a marker for
determining whether a landing zone is acceptable or not.
In conclusion the affinity analysis is useful for creating situations that were catered
towards military personnel. By creating a list of ideas and our team categorizing them based on
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keywords has proven to aid the creation process. Documents created throughout the Discovery
Phase can be seen in Appendix A-1.

Design Methods
Second Phase of the 4-D Design Innovation Process-Define Phase:
The Define Phase was an opportunity for reframing our given challenge and gaining
perspective through divergent styles of thinking to explore as many possibilities to encourage
maximum numbers of ideas and points of view. Here we used two tools to accomplish this:
Functional Decomposition and Journey Mapping.

Journey Map:
The purpose of the Journey Map is to create an activity diagram that a user would
perform to interact with our device to accomplish their mission. By doing this we can find
opportunities to automate, innovate, get rid of unnecessary steps, combine functions, and
discover possible failures.
The insights we gathered were:
We must make the device lightweight for human transportation. What are the methods of
loading and housing sensors? Can we make this device modular? Can we have different modes
or combinations of transportation? What are the different methods of retrieving a sensor? Can we
make device self-test damage sensing? If the device breaks, how are we going to fix it? Spare
parts?
The following is a detailed description of that process:
The Journey Map process started with a discussion of the story that our device will
follow. We tried to put ourselves in the shoes of the operator and begin the story as soon as the
device is being chosen for operation. Beginning here allowed us to start developing ideas of the
possible options the device could consist of and the actions that would be required to prepare the
device for transportation. Possible options for the device were things like multiple modes of
transportation, different batteries, sensors and more.
After the user had gathered all necessary parts they would transport the device to a
location for deployment. Here was our first encounter for an insight and it was to make the
device and components as lightweight as possible for human transport. The possibilities for the
mission requirement led to another insight; try to make the sensors and other parts modular for
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ease of preparation. Along with this came the idea to maybe make a combination of all the
modes of transportation (wheel, tracks, limbs) to make a robust movement method.
Operating the device follows several pretty simple looped actions. Move to sensor
placement location, place the sensor, monitor sensor, repeat. While going through this loop there
are several branch off points but some of the insights we gathered were; design for sensor
retrieval, or self-destruct. The final insights came from a maintenance stand-point; Can the
device check for damage to itself or the sensors, and can we make spare parts for easy fixing.
Our first iteration of Journey Mapping gave us a majority of these insights, however when
restructuring the map and checking for possible alternative routes, we discovered and were able
to clearly see the rest.
The Journey Map activity can be seen in Appendix A-2.

Functional Decomposition:
The functional decomposition was an opportunity to ask the right questions for what our
device does. For this we can describe the functions that our device must perform in order to
complete its goal as well as describe some of the qualities of the functions.
In short, we spent a lot of time trying to organize the functions of our device. Due to the
project’s broadscope it was hard to define functions for our device without already defining the
device itself. However, we were able to narrow our breakdown into two major functions:
Function of the sensors and the device that deploys the sensors. Each major function has several
minor functional parts.
For the sensor they are as follows: Mobility (specified weight, dimensions), Deployment
(covert, versatile, consistent, in varied conditions), Communication (relaying information,
remote locations, visual i.e. camera), Retrieval (location, line of visibility, sonar techniques), and
Environmental Resilience (shielding, strong components, redundant systems).
For the deployment device(s) they are as follows: Mobility (avoid hazards, transverse
variable terrain, carry specific weight, vertical ascension) Deployment (covert, versatile,
consistent, in varied conditions, quickly), Navigation (know current location, sensor location,
transport sensors, tracking), Communication (monitor device systems, relaying information,
remote locations), Retrieval (location, extract sensor, rehouse sensor), Environmental Resilience
(shielding, strong components, redundant systems
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Both the Functional Decomposition and Journey Mapping had at least one revision. This
allowed us to better define the project and set us up to optimally generate ideas in the following
weeks.
The Functional Decomposition activity can be seen in Appendix A-3.

Ideation (Concept Generation)
Third Phase of the 4-D Design Innovation Process- Develop Phase:
The Develop phase serves the purpose of brainstorming multiple ideas, while taking into
consideration the previous two phases(Discover & Define). Once a lot of ideas are generated, we
then go into a down selection process where we choose the best ideas. Here we will review
Design by Analogy, 6-3-5 Sketches, and the group down selection process.

Design By Analogy:
In the Design by analogy phase of our work we examined the use of word maps and an
online biological database to help further draw information regarding the development and
planning of a vehicle insertion suite. Specifically we used the website WordVis, in order to draw
inspiration and creative thinking surrounding important words within the description of the
desired functions for the vehicle insertion suite. The results from this portion of the design by
analogy phase included a visual/textual breakdown of 14 words into hundreds of similar terms.
Among the initial words broken down, in multiple instances we went one step further, ideating
word maps of words generated by WordVis in a previous word map iteration. Some of the
terms/words examined included retrieval, delivery, recovery, covert, deployment, navigation and
so forth. Here retrieval was a keyword where the functional description would be: “Retrieval of a
sensor at an elevation of 10 feet or greater.”
Using some of our original terms, in addition to the new terms generated in our word
maps, we were able to acquire research and data used to creatively examine biological functions
similar to our key functions. The online biological database utilized was AskNature. From the
research this database provided we were able to see how nature emulated similar functions to the
ones required by our vehicle’s insertion suite. Examples of insights included the concept of
moth’s using their wings to shield themselves from sonar, thus displaying the function of being
covert. An additional example of function modeling from biological analogy included the
concept of jumping spiders having multiple eyes. Here the term multiple eyes was drawn, by our
group, to emulate the function of full view or 360 degree in the xy, and possibly z domain, with
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regards to the visuals from a camera system. Again the sentiment of full vision was echoed in a
similar biological analogy, this time referencing chameleons in their abilities to achieve 360
degrees of vision.
The Design by Analogy activity can be seen in Appendix A-4.

6-3-5 Sketches:
The purpose of this exercise was to come up with creative solutions involving our overall
project and expanding on them with the input of others from the group. Each member drew and
annotated three concept systems for the chosen opportunity statement. With the mind-map and
analogies as inspirations, a base structure of creative solutions were drawn by each member. The
next step was editing and adding onto other group members’ ideas. This allowed for each idea to
be developed with the combined effort and ideas of multiple group members that fostered a
diverse solution development that may not come to light on its own outside of this exercise.
This exercise generated 150 drawings between the 10 group members. Solutions ranged
from sensor placement, vehicle design, hardware/software implementation and more. Not all
ideas here were implemented into further iterations, but this exercise did spawn ideas that were
critical to moving forward in our product development. The idea that sparked the basis of our
prototype moving forward was the amalgamation of a quadcopter and a ground vehicle. This
design had the best of both worlds which was high reach given by the drone and load bearing
capacity of the ground rover. Further edits to this design strengthened the idea of the use of a
tether that doubled as a powerline, allowing for the load bearing ground vehicle to carry larger
batteries and reduce the weight on the drone allowing for longer flight times. The tether
implementation was also furthered later in an interview with police officer Phibbs. Another
promising idea that came from this exercise was the wall climbing caterpillar drone. The base
idea started as a six legged robot with moving pistons between each section allowing two
sections to be clamped to the wall while one section contracts or extends to move the robot up
and down. Further edits here involved the use of electro-magnets, adhesives, or suctioning
devices on the feet of the robot. Other ideas came from this exercise that were also furthered in
the prototyping phase.

Group Down Selection Process:
After the Ideation (Concept Generation) process, we had more than 30 different ideas. So,
the request was downselection the ideas and at the end we will be able to choose the best idea for
the next step (prototype process). To do the request, we used the Real-Win-Worth method.
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What is the Real-Win-Worth method?
Real-Win-Worth is a strategy to manage risk and reward. It provides a way to rapidly
assess the marketability of and innovation. First of all, “Real” is technological feasibility, to
answer the question: is this idea real? We need to answer the question: do we have technology to
do this idea? If the answer is yes which means we have enough technology to build and test this
idea, then the idea is Real. Second, “Win” is the user’s need. The idea is “Win” if it meets all or
most of the user’s requirements. To define the idea “Win” effectively, we need to completely
understand the user’s requirements which are determined through the interviews with
Stakeholders. Finally, “Worth” is business viability. To determine the idea is “Worth”, we need to
compare the cost needed to make the product from the idea. We will not know exactly the cost
because we have not made the product yet, however, we can be able to estimate the cost by
determining what kind of material, what technology will be used and how long it takes to build?
By combining the Real, Win, and Worth, we defined the good ideas and down selected the ideas
from 30+ to 7 ideas. However, 7 ideas are too many and we wanted to keep down selecting the
ideas. Therefore, we used a second method which is Matrix comparison.
Matrix comparison is a method to compare one idea to other ideas, and through the
comparison, we define which idea is better than others. So, we built a matrix which is shown
below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Matrix Comparison Method for Idea Down Selection.
After matrix comparison activity, we determined the spider robot is the best design with
the score of 6. The second design is the drone with an arm and attachment sensor device which
the score is 5, and the third design is the boom arm. The scores between those three designs are
11
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very close to each other. Therefore, we decided to keep all three designs for the next step (initial
prototype process) instead of choosing only one design, and we are going to pick one of those
designs for the final design after the initial prototype process.

Fourth Phase of the 4-D Design Innovation Process: Deliver Phase
Design Requirements
In this section the design requirements that were synthesized from the analysis of
customer needs and the analysis of performance and failure modes will be discussed. The first
function of high importance, is navigating to the approximate location for the sensor
placement. This function will be implemented by a main robotic rover vehicle, which would
navigate to the approximate spot carrying a payload that consists of the vertical ascension device
and sensor(s). The second function of high importance was to move the sensor to the exact
location it is supposed to be placed. The placement requirement includes placement in three
dimensional space including up to 100 ft high. The height requirement could be representative of
trees, light poles, buildings and other natural or man-made objects. The important function of
vertical ascension will be implemented via drone. The third function of high importance is to
stick and secure the sensor at the desired location. This will be implemented by the use of
proper adhesives and attachment mechanisms. The fourth function of high importance is data
communication and data gathering. The data that needs to be gathered and transmitted will
consist of a multitude of sensor and video feed data that will enviable successful navigation and
operation of the robotic device. Recorded data from the situational awareness sensors will either
be transmitted in real time or stored temporarily in a micro memory device such as an SD card.
These critical functions of data transfer and storage will be implemented by the use of
appropriately chosen off the shelf communication modules that can function with open source
hardware such as arduino and raspberry pi. These four design functions of high importance
described above represent the most important and fundamental requirements to achieve an
overall successful design of a robotic device that will place and retrieve sensors from vertical
heights. Thus because of the importance of these four first functional categories, our initial
prototyping was focused on ideas and problems surrounding each of these functions of high
performance.
In addition to these four main functions of high importance, there is another tier of
functions of high importance that will lead to overall design success. The first of these functions
is focusing the sensor in the correct and desired direction once the sensor unit is properly
attached to the designated attachment point. This will be implemented by the use of a mechanism
with adjustable degrees of freedom for all three spatial axesses or angular access such as a servo
motor controlled gimbal joint. The next of these additional functions of high importance consists
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of loading the data for processing in the case of the data being stored in memory on the device.
(This would be the case in environments of operation where live time transmission of large
amounts of data is not feasible or practical. Off loading of the data will be implemented by a
close proximity data link being established to the sensor by a rover vehicle close in range that
would have high memory storage and more powerful communication equipment due to its larger
size. Another way that this function could be implemented would be a retrieval of the sensor, or a
mechanism ascension/descension mechanism to retrieve and replace the sensor. The next
additional function of high importance is data processing. The data that is collected from the
sensors need to be collected, transmitted, reloaded, and processed to be displayed to the mission
operators. This will be implemented by the use of code on embedded systems such as Raspberry
Pi. In conjunction with this function, another function of high importance is displaying the data
to provide quality and useful information to the operator(s). which displays video feed from the
robotics devices and the deployed situational sensors, along with control inputs interfaces to send
commands to the devices. This all could be implemented on off the shelf embedded system
components such as Raspberry Pi.
For the first semester, the team decided to focus our time on the exploration of the first
four main functions of high importance because of how crucial these functions are in scope of
the design requirements. The additional functions of high importance will be explored at the start
of next semester through prototyping.

Initial Prototyping Results

(A) Spider Climber
The spider robot was the first designed model (Figure 2). The spider was intended to be a
piston actuated, modular body that could scale up corners of buildings and attach a sensor at the
desired location. We found that the spider could haul a relatively heavy load but was only
effective on corners and cylindrical poles that had rough surfaces.
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Figure 2: Spider Prototyping

(B) Boom Arm
The second experiment that we conducted was using a boom (Figure 3). We found that
using a boom to extend our reach causes excessive torque applied to the transportation vehicle.
In addition, a large amount of stress was applied to the boom causing plastic deformation.
Required cross-sectional area was calculated but yielded an unreasonable diameter to achieve
targeted height of 100 ft. Thoughts of adding motorized wheels to the end of boom and utilizing
the wall to minimize strain was explored but assuming that there would be a wall at the desired
location could hinder versatility of sensor deployment in different environments. This also did
not overcome challenges of reaching the targeted height. After learning that these two ideas may
have flaws that could not overcome the challenges of reaching one hundred feet. We decided to
move onto a drone.
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Figure 3: Boom Arm Prototyping

(C)

Drone

We first experimented with using an adhesive to attach a mount for a sensor (Figure 4).
We found that the drone could not apply enough steady pressure that was long enough for the
adhesive to attach to the wall. The team discovered an alternative solution. We built a device
attached to the top of a drone that could launch a dart-like device. This method would only work
for softer materials like wood or drywall.
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Figure 4: Drone Arm Prototyping
Other than the three main designs, other critical systems were needed to be prototyped
and tested.

(D) Data Communication:
Our testing trials consisted of two NRF24L01 transceiver modules sending unique
arduino data packets to one another to test accurate data transfer. One transceiver was connected
to arduino and the serially connected to a laptop for data display and keeping track of missed
packets, see Figure 5.

Figure 5: Data Com Test
16
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The second was attached to an arduino and powered via 12V battery. The devices have
three different power modes they can operate at and data transfer rates. For all tests the power
mode and data transfer rate were set to max. However, data packets were only sent every quarter
second and a total of ten seconds was used to measure the percentage of missed packets.
The first test was to make sure there was a good connection, <1 meter. This test was an
easy success and no problems arised. The second, real, test was to place household objects in
between the devices. Using a flat screen living room tv which allowed for a large flat “barrier”
where there would be no line of sight. The test was a success and all data had been transferred
correctly. Next was the wall test. The devices were placed into different rooms and separated by
mainly drywall. Initially, we encountered a failed test (>50% missed packets), because the
antennas are directional and we mistakenly placed the antenna the wrong way however after
adjusting towards the direction of the other device there was a minimal (<5% missed packet)
error for transferred data. Final indoor test was between the thicker brick wall between an
apartment and hallway. Here the test failed (>50% missed packets). Even though some packets
did get through, looking back, it might have been going through the door which was not directly
in front of the device, but close by.
Outdoor testing was the next step to test the range of the devices. The laptop station was
placed on an apartment balcony which is located on the third floor of it’s building. The second
mobile device was moved to the furthest line-of-sight distance possible from the other. Missed
packets were communicated via phone between people at each device. Using google maps to
calculate straight line distance (See Figure 6 & 7), the separation was approximately 800 ft. or
243 m.
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Figure 6: Data Com Test

Figure 7: Data Com Test
Next was to test non line-of-sight transfer. The mobile device was then moved to a further
distance where the view was obstructed by multiple houses, taller buildings, and trees. At
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approximately 1700 ft or 512 m, the device was still communicating fairly well (<5% missed
packets) so testing stopped here.
The conclusion for these tests is that this device scheme should work great for our
system, and will allow us to send signals to our different hardware. The fact that they can be
connected with arduinos and raspberry pi (also was tested) makes it a great solution for wireless
communication. If better devices are discovered in the near future, we aren’t hard set on these as
long as we can easily swap over.

(E) Prototype Results : Wireless Video Transmission:
Because of the light weight of the camera, it was able to stay attached to the adhesive for
more than 1 hour and we had to remove it ourselves because the battery that was powering the
camera ran out of charge. The video quality was good because the distance between the receiver
and the camera was much lower than the maximum range of the transmitter which can go up to
2.4 km depending on the receiver and the antenna used. The total weight of the camera and the
battery used for powering it was about 7 grams. From the above results, our test was successful
when tested on a wall at a height of 10 meters.

(F) Adhesive Selection:
Adhesive trials were conducted between several different adhesives. Upon the suggestion
of Dr. Dan Jensen, we examined a pressure sensitive adhesive (rat trap glue) in its ability to form
adhesive bonds. The pressure sensitive adhesive appeared to be very effective in regards to the
limiting factors that we were testing. The desirable factors that we were testing for included low
force exertion, low force exertion time (i.e. how long a force was applied to a surface with the
with regards to the object being glued/bonded to it), and high weight tolerance (i.e. can the
bonded surface support weights of 0.5 lbs to 2 lbs). Additional tests were conducted to examine
what surfaces provided reasonable adhesive bonding; an example includes the wet surface test,
whereby rat trap glue was not successful in achieving reasonable bonding.
The conclusion from these trials was that the Terro brand glue trap, and glue traps in
general, could uphold the desired qualifications necessary to achieve the desired sticking
parameters we were seeking. For in-depth analysis of these trials please consult Appendix A-5
Tables 1 - 10.
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Design for Functions of High Importance
After the initial stage of prototyping the team compiled and examined enough
information to determine methods that contain the highest probability of success. Our final
design is as follows (Shown in Figure 8):

Figure 8: Final Product System Breakdown
The four main subsystems consist of a ground vehicle (rover), a drone, a sensor
attachment device carried by the drone, and a base station which all combine to make the entire
system and perform the functions of high importance. The rover, which houses the drone on top
of its frame is connected to the rover with a tether. Then it navigates to a location in close
proximity to the desired location of where the sensor needs to be placed. Next the drone, which
has the sensor attachment mechanism, then ascends to the required vertical height of the desired
sensor placement location. The sensor package, which has an adhesive covered front-face and a
rear mounted FPV camera, is then shot from the mechanism to the surface of the desired
location.
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Final Product Design/Solution
(A) Drone:
I. Safety Protocol:
Safety for our team, equipment, materials, and other miscellaneous hardware was
considered throughout the entire process of testing and assembly of all done components. The
team’s safety was considered first and foremost at all times. Facial protection was utilized when
working with hazardous tools/materials. Team members were kept at a safe minimum distance of
15 feet away from the drone and rover, while testing the various implementations. This was
enforced among ourselves and kindful reminders were enforced as needed. The equipment was
carefully transported among all of the group members, between meet up sessions and were
carefully organized for easy access to parts, tools, and hardware throughout the testing/assembly
process. Materials were treated similarly as the equipment, but if there were hazardous materials
involved, protective gear was worn by each group member while handling hazardous materials.
Whenever, potentially hazardous tools were used, gloves, eye/ear protection were utilized by the
team member operating the hazardous tools.
Specifically for the drone work, we created a safety protocol sheet that was approved by a drone
expert on the faculty at the University of Colorado - Denver. The protocol can be seen in
Appendix B.

II.

Quad-Copter:

For the Quad-Copter, we used the frame F450 with Pixhawk flight controller, 30A ESC, a GPS
device and four 1400kV motors. (Figure 9)
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Figure 9: Quad-Copter

This drone has enough power to lift up a singular launching mechanism system but not enough
power to fly up to 100 ft as the project’s request. Due to this limitation the team decided to
upgrade the stock 1400kw motors to 2200kV motors. Now the drone had the capability reaching
an altitude of 100ft, however the drone unstable and frequently lost the balance when the
launching mechanism was loaded on top of the drone. It is also important to note that the team
only used the Quad-Copter to test the small (single shooting mechanism) since it was cheaper for
the initial prototyping phase.

III.

Hex-Copter:

For the Hex-Copter, we initially used a QWinOut Unassembled ARF (No Battery) DIY 2.4G
6Ch KK Multicopter Flight Control F550 AirFrame RC Hexacopter DIY Multicopter Drone
Combo Set (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Hex-Copter

For the final product we used a QWinOut ARF/PNP Full Set Hexacopter DIY Drone Kit Tarot
690mm Frame with 750KV Motor GPS PIX 2.4.8 32 Bit Flight Controller (ARF)(Figure 11).
The drone has enough power to lift up the launching mechanism system. We discovered that
more motors would provide additional vertical thrust, therefore higher power motors were no
longer essential. When testing the shooting mechanism with the mechanism above the drone. It
was discovered that the launching mechanism may sag and make contact with the propellers. To
resolve this issue, we relocated the mechanism to the underside of the drone.
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Figure 11: Hex-Copter Final

(B) Sensor Package:
I.

Basic Sensor Package:

The basic sensor package consists of a single FPV camera/transmitter module and a 200
mAh 3.7V lipo battery. Here, the camera had a built in transmitter and antenna. To receive video
feed from this package we used a Sky Droid 5.8 GHz OTG dual antenna receiver connected with
a laptop. Since the Sky Droid was made for implementation on devices with Android operating
systems, we used an Android operating system emulator to run the video camera application in
order to receive the video feed on any devices not operating on Android Operating
Software(OS). With the current model of FPV camera and Sky Droid receiver, we are able to
achieve a successful transmission distance of over 100 meters. Using the 200 mAh lipo battery,
the system can be powered for up to an hour. This basic sensor package provided a light-weight
solution for sensor package deployment, and served to display a light-weight solution to sensor
deployment in terms of the sensor system itself.
With this setup, there are certain limitations when keeping the design minimal. The first
difficulty we dealt with was achieving a transmission distance over 100 meters with
obstructions. To extend this distance, a clover antenna was implemented in later iterations. This
antenna configuration allows for a better transmission that extends the distance as well as
transmitting with obstructions. Another difficulty was dealing with overheating of the FPV
camera. Due to variances in production of these cameras, amounts of overheating varied between
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individual devices, so initial tests were conducted to determine which individual cameras
performed with minimal overheating. Small fans were tested as an addition to the system, but did
not reduce heat well enough to be worth the power use. Dealing with shock absorption was
another hurdle for this design. When launching the sensor package at the wall or when a package
doesn’t successfully adhere to the target location, a strong enough shock to the system can
damage the sensitive FPV camera. Shock to the system can also cause the lipo battery to send a
large charge through the device which has a high potential of damaging the FPV camera. Lipo
batteries are also sensitive to force, so as to not damage the camera or battery, shock absorption
was a worthwhile add to the sensor package. The final difficulty we faced was extending the
battery life of the system. We worked with a larger 2000 mAh 3.7V lipo battery that would
greatly extend battery life, but due to size constraints, we proceeded with the smaller 200 mAh
battery.

(E) Launching Mechanism:
I.

Pressure Mechanism:

The pressure release mechanism is composed of a two part CO2 pressure chamber that is
connected to a 12V electric solenoid valve that will use a circuit to trigger the valve. The first
chamber consists of a CO2 canister and metal container, and the second chamber consists of a
3D printed CAD design. The CAD design can be seen in the Engineering Documents &
Calculation section under the Computer Aided Design and Schematics. The electric solenoid
valve is connected to a circuit which is made up of an Arduino Nano, two TIP31C transistors
acting as switches, and a transceiver to receive commands wirelessly. On the controller side, an
Arduino Nano utilizing push buttons is used to send command signals to the triggering circuit
through the use of NRF24 transceivers. Each push button is assigned to trigger one solenoid
valve. When the trigger is activated, compressed CO2 from the first chamber will exit through
the electric solenoid valve into the second chamber. Within this second chamber the compressed
gas will enact a force onto the sensor package. This force will then cause the sensor package to
accelerate for a short period of time while the sensor package is within the 2nd pressure chamber.
Once the sensor package has fully exited the 2nd pressure chamber, the sensor package will have
an initial horizontal velocity. Calculations to determine the initial velocity of the sensor package
can be seen in the Engineering Documents & Calculation section under 2-D Kinematics. The
schematic of the valve connections, the Arduino Uno, and pressure chambers diagram are shown
in the Engineering Documents & Calculations section under Computer Aided Design and
Schematics.

II.

Spring Mechanism:
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The spring release mechanism consists of a 3D printed CAD design, remote control rack
and pinion trigger system, and compression spring. This mechanism functions by storing energy
into a spring and translating the stored energy into kinetic energy. Calculations to determine the
initial velocity of the sensor package can be seen in the Engineering Documents & Calculation
section under 2-D Kinematics.

III.

Selection of Launching Mechanism:

For the final launching mechanism design, there were major issues regarding the
alignment of the deployment of the sensor package for both the spring and pressure system. After
100+ design iterations, the pressure mechanism was chosen for final design implementation. The
alignment issues were corrected when the 2nd pressure chamber was extended to be closer to the
desired location of sensor placement. Since the travel distance of the projectile was shortened,
this prevented the “airtime” in which the package could become misaligned.

(F) Rover:
I.

Chassis:

The decision to purchase a pre-built robotic vehicle chassis was made when we were able
to locate a company that custom builds robot chassis that could fit our needs. The criteria we
were looking to fill are: size, weight, motor power, and payload. The main purpose of the rover
vehicle is to transport the drone to and from its deployment location along with carrying
additional hardware for the mission (on-board computer, tether system, batteries, gps)(Figure
12). To assure the rover is able to carry all additional hardware, the largest available size of 20 x
26 inches for the frame was chosen. These rover specifications allowed us to carry the largest
drone we planned to use as well as carry an additional 40 pounds.
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Figure 12: Assembling of Rover

II.

Electronic Components:

The motor controller allows for 30 amps to each set of motors continuously and a peak of
up to 60 amps. Since some components of the system provided by the rover manufacturer are
limited to 15 amps. We have capped the motor controller current draw to 12 amps. This still
allows for enough power to the motors to climb over obstacles and operate as intended.
Each 12v battery has 12 Ampere hours of charge and at idle the Raspberry Pi draws on
average 1 amp and max current draw is 15 amps. This gives us a range of roughly 1.5-12 hours
of operating time.
Purchasing this rover allowed us to utilize more of our time programming the controls for
the motors as well as implement the wireless communications. The main controller hardware is
the Raspberry Pi, a low-cost, versatile computer which made data handling more efficient and
effective due to its GPIO ports. These allow for easy integration of our NRF24L01 Transceivers
and BN-880 GPS module. All information compiled through the Raspberry Pi can then be sent
wirelessly to the Base Station if needed.
To drive and operate the rover, a separate controller was designed using an Arduino
Nano, NRF24 transceiver, and a simple analog joystick. This device allows for separate,
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independent control and can also act as a receiver for the ground station. Controls can also be
offloaded to the base station computer if necessary.

III.

Tether:

The robotic system was designed to have the drone be tethered to the rover vehicle. This
serves the purpose of having a direct mechanical attachment to the drone in the case of a system
failure or for recovery capability after a drone failure (tether system seen on Figure 13). The
tether system also serves as a proof of concept for possible future iterations involving a tether
system consisting of a power transmission line and data transmission line to the drone allowing
for enhanced capabilities such as extended flight time and a robust communication link to the
drone. In order for the tether system to function properly and to have the tether not be present in
the maneuvering space of the drone, the amount of tether slack needs to be dynamically
controlled so that the tether is given the right amount of slack as dictated by the vertical height
and vertical ascension rate rate at any given moment. Dynamical control of the tether requires a
control system. A complete autonomous tether system was designed and prototyped to control a
tether attached to the drone. This tether spool system had to be capable of controlling the tether
so that it could unspool or spool up the tether cable to accommodate whatever current height and
vertical ascension rate the drone is operating at. The autonomous tether system and mechanism
designed and prototyped to accomplish the requirements consists of a motor controlled spool and
a tension sensor. The tension sensor continuously reads the tension in the tether cable to
determine if the spool should let out more tether or pull more tether in. By setting a desired
constant tension, the system will always adjust the amount of tether deployed so that there is a
constant tension between the drone and the rover at all given time. The system as described
represents a closed loop control system where the plant is the tether and the tether spool and
motor, and the feedback loop is the tension sensor (Figure 14). The control error is the
difference in the measured tension and desired tension value. The tension sensor consists of a
simple pulley system, referred to as a pulley dancer, consisting of two fixed pulleys and one free
moving pulley on a liner track which is connected directly to a potentiometer and a tension
spring. The dancer pulley moves to a position which is proportional to the tension in the tether
system. The sliding dancer pulley will move to the position at which the force exerted by the
tension spring and the tension force exerted by the tether line on the dancer pulley are equal. This
equilibrium position is measured by a sliding potentiometer and the analog signal from the
potentiometer is sampled by the ADC on an Arduino microcontroller.

A proportional, derivative, integral (PID) controller is implemented in C code on the
arduino microcontroller. The embedded PID controller continuously reads the tension value and
sends a command signal to the tether spool motor to readjust the tension.This control system
allows for the correct amount of tether to be deployed at the correct rate as the drone maneuvers
to the desired location for sensor placement. The spool motor is controlled by a LN298 H-Bridge
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motor controller. A more detailed discussion of the tether control system embedded system code
can be found in Programs & Coding section late on.

Figure 13: Rover & Tether Integration

Figure 14: Tether System Control Loop
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(E) Full System Testing:

I.

Multi-sensor Package Placement Testing:

Full system testing consisted of integrating each sub system into the testing phase.
Systems were integrated both one by one and sometimes in parallel until full system testing was
achieved. To reiterate previous text, system integration involved subsystems such as the rover
system, the drone system, the sensor package system, data communications systems, the sensor
deployment system, adhesive bonding, as a system, and the tether system. Finally, after each
system demonstrated reasonable success on its own or in combination with other systems full
integration was carried out. This process started with developing the launching system, drone
system rover subsystems, adhesive system and sensor package on their own. Next we integrated
the sensor package launching mechanism with our chosen adhesive selection based on adhesive
testing results, whereby pressure sensitive adhesives were selected as our main adhesive
material. From there we added our pressurized launching mechanism to various drones, while
optimizing our drone motors, blades, and batteries. Next we implemented a tether system with
our drone systems for testing. Once we demonstrated reasonable success in achieving flight and
stability with the drone and tether systems integrated, we implemented our full system together
for testing.
This full system testing influenced additional decisions for the optimization of multiple
systems while also impacting group workflow decisions. Specific decisions for improving
workflow consisted of making conscious decisions to improve meetup efficiency with regards to
tasks at hand for the project. One instance of workflow improving methods being utilized
involved ensuring to charge multiple drone batteries in advance of group meetup since battery
power largely determined whether a full system test could be implemented. Another workflow
improving incite uncovered during full system testing involved the purchasing of additional
sensor cameras, more 200 mAh lipo batteries and more lipo battery chargers for sensor package
systems, for the sensor package system. In this particular instance the sensor package lipo
batteries, as well as cameras seemed to undergo immense wear and tear during testing, as
pressurized launching of the sensor package didn’t always result in adhesive bonding of the
sensor package at the desired location. Ordering extra parts allowed for more effective time
usage as we had spare parts interchangeable when other parts weren’t charged or became
defective.
Our first iterations of full system tests uncovered several of the aforementioned
workflow bottlenecks, but, as testing continued, the amount of issues occuring from trial to trial
reduced, until reasonable success in full system testing was achieved. Finally, multiple strings of
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trials began to demonstrate success with regards to many of the main functional goals required in
this sensor deployment project. We began to experience trials where we would observe success
in travelling across a ground terrain, achieving a designated vertical height via flight, deploying
a projectile sensor while the sensor package would display sticking to a targeted area, proper
transmission and reception of control systems (including video feed, rover control and drone
control), and stable drone tether operation during flight. Consistency and reduced error in
navigating our “staple” functional goals further demonstrated our impending system finalizations
for competition submission.
Our final full system tests reflected success in rover operations, success in drone
operations with regards to tasks of vertical ascension, success in stability of flight with a fully
operational tether system, success with regards to data communications across multiple systems
(including drone, rover, launching mechanism and video feed support), success in launching
multiple sensor package systems, success in adhesive bonding of the sensor package system
against a targeted destination, and success in landing the drone on the rover safely.

Engineering Documents & Calculations
(A) 2-D Kinematics:

I.

Energy:

To determine the initial speed of the sensor package with the spring loaded mechanism,
assuming friction is negligible, Equation 1 is transformed into Equation 2.
1
2

2

2

𝑚𝑣 =

1
2

𝑣𝑖 =

𝑘∆𝑥
𝑚

𝑘∆𝑥

2

II.

(1)

(2)

Horizontal Projectile Motion:

To determine the initial speed of the sensor package using the pressure system, a simple
calculation was done using projectile motion. A fixed height H of the projectile was set, the
sensor package was launched, and the horizontal distance X in which the packaged traveled was
recorded. Figure 15 shows this schematic.
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Figure 15: Projectile schematic for determining initial velocity of sensor package using the
pressure system.
First, to determine the initial speed of the pressure launching mechanism, it is important
to notice the initial velocity will be only in the horizontal direction since the sensor package is
initially fixed in the vertical direction. Using Equation 3 to solve for time t, imputing the fixed
height H for Y, and acceleration due to gravity g, Equation 4 is created.

𝑌=

𝑡=

−1
2

2

𝑔𝑡

2𝐻
𝑔

(3)

(4)

Equation 4 now provides the time in which it takes for the sensor package to drop the fixed
distance H. Plugging Equation 4 into Equation 5, the initial velocity of the sensor package can
be calculated by solving for vi. After solving for time for a fixed height of 3 ft, and conducting
multiple launches, the sensor package traveled at an average horizontal distance of 6.75 ft. After
calculations were performed, the initial speed of the pressure launched was calculated to be
about 15.6 feet per second.

𝑋 = 𝑣𝑖 𝑡

(5)
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Once the initial velocity of the sensor package is calculated, these values can be put into a
lumped mass model which can be used to model the sensor package attaching to the wall. The
lump mass model can be seen in the section below titled Lumped Mass Model.

(B) Material Optimization:
For our 3D printed components our team used PLA (Polymer Lactic Acid) because of the
availability and value. The following section will have more details about the specific properties
of PLA were involved in selecting the material for 3D printing. As for other materials selected,
our team ended up utilizing PVC pipes (Polyvinyl Chloride) for the sensor housing in designs.
This allowed for the projectile of the sensor package to remain in attachment alignment towards
the wall.

(C) Computer Aided Design and Schematics:

Figure 16: Extended Drone Arm. Designed to attach directly onto the frame for added stability
extending the reach by 8.5 inches.

Figure 17: Extended Two Barrel Shooter. Fitted to attach onto the end of the extended Drone
Arm. Increases reach by another 8 inches.
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Figure 18: End caps to sensor package. Designed to fit FPV cameras into slots with +- .01 inch
tolerance to ensure no movement on impact.

Figure 19: Tops of package sensor. Tops of the package were given a 0.4 inch larger diameter
for increased surface area.

Figure 20: Pneumatic Launching schematic, basic overview.
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(D) Circuit Diagrams:

Figure 21: Launcher Trigger Transmitter Circuit

Figure 22: Launcher Trigger Receiver Circuit
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Figure 23: Rover Wire Circuit

Figure 24: Rover Driving Control Circuit
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Figure 25: Tether Control System Circuit

Figure 26: Wireless Communication Diagram
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(E) Programs & Coding:
For implementing all hardware and communication devices, a combination of Arduino
C++ and Python scripts are used to operate all sub-system programs. The base station laptop uses
a python script for accessing camera feeds, and one python script for accessing communications
with the rover and the trigger mechanism on the drone. GPS information is sent to the base
station and can be observed in Google Earth (Figure 27). On the Rover side, one python script
handles rover motor controls and GPS data traffic.
All coding is optimized for max speed especially for wireless communications while
allowing for individual process runtime completion and exception handling. This is crucial for
fluid rover motor controls and the pressure launcher trigger timing.
The python motor controller library is provided by the manufacturers of the motor
controller (roboclaw), so implementation is straight-forward using prebuilt functions.
The PID control algorithm for the tether system was implemented in C++ code in an
Arduino embedded system using the ATmega328P microcontroller. The PID control source code
was provided from the PID control library provided by the PID_v2 library developed by Brett
Beauregard. The proportional, integral and derivative coefficients for the PID algorithm were
determined from a procedure of iterative tuning in which the parameters were adjusted and the
response of the tether system device subsequently characterized. This tuning process was
performed until a desired response of the tether system was observed.

Figure 27: GPS Location displayed in Google Earth
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Future Optimizations:
(A)

Drone:

Due to the complexities and uncertainties of building and implementing DIY drones, our
system would greatly be improved by a high-end pre-built drone such as DJI. This would allow
for a simpler more streamlined deployment of the sensor package. With the current limitations of
the flight controllers and GPS we are currently not able to use “Position Hold” which can
eliminate sway in the drone and allows for a steady way to ascend the drone to its target height
for sensor deployment.

(B)

Coding and Programming:

For a more streamlined user interface a GUI is half developed but not fully functional for
our system. This is due to the most recent implementations and code. However this is something
that would stream relevant information and all camera feeds to one window.

(C)

Pan and Tilt Gimbal Sensor Package:

Initial prototyping processes lead us to develop basic pan and tilt gimbals to provide users
greater control with regards to the sensor package. Pan and tilt systems were developed using
two servo motors with 180 degree sweeping motions to sweep both the vertical and horizontal
directions. Upon development and integration with the sensor deployment team, however, these
prototypes seemed less feasible for integration purposes based on size constraints with the
supported casing/housing size in which the launching mechanism would support. Specifically the
inner diameter of the cylindrical sensor housing provided difficulties with the expanding size of
the sensor package necessary to furnish two sweeping servo motors. Additionally, battery life
dwindled since the two additional servo motors ate up more battery power. Still, optimization
and iteration of this prototype continued, whereby a bigger battery was integrated into the design
however, size did not conform to the housing/casing specifications required by the launching
mechanism.
Two codes were developed for the gimbal. The first code swept horizontally 180 degrees
(pan), then lowered itself vertically 90 degrees (tilt). Next the servo rotated 180 degrees
horizontally in the opposite direction and increased its vertical position (tilt) back up 90 degrees
to its starting position, where these sweeping motions would continuously loop. The second code
we developed for the pan and tilt systems involved using two potentiometers to control the servo
motors. One potentiometer or knob controlled the horizontal direction of the camera and servos,
while the other potentiometer controlled the vertical direction. In this second code, both knobs
allowed for 180 degree control with respect to their viewing plane (i.e. vertical or horizontal).
See Appendix C Tables 1 - 2 for a more in-depth analysis.
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Due to sensor casing/housing diameter issues and time constraints with regards to the
competition due dates for the project we pushed focus away from further development of this
particular system. However, future developments of this system could potentially include this
system. This system, itself, if achievable with regards to the size of our sensor housing limits,
present additional desirable features for greater viewing depth of a camera or for greater control
in regards to aiming the direction of any potential sensor package.

(D)

Lumped Mass Model for Sensor Package

Using a two degree of freedom lumped mass model(Figure 28). The values of the
forces exerted between the sensor package can be calculated using ODE 45 in MATLAB if the
technology inside the sensor package is susceptible to damage.

Figure 28: Lumped Mass Model for Sensor package Attaching to the Wall.

(E)

Transceiver Implemented Sensor Package:

In addition to previous sensor package systems and assets, we assembled a compact and
light-weight microcontroller based sensor package with a built in transceiver. Due to time
constraints regarding the competition we were unable to further ideate and develop prototypes
based off of this particular iteration of the sensor package system. None the less we were still
able to build the bones of the structure, by mindfully soldering an Nrf24l01 transceiver and an
Arduino Micro to a PCB board to display that a data transmitting or data receiving system can be
built to fit inside of a small sensor housing capsule with inner diameter of 30mm or bigger. Here
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the Nrf24l01 transceiver has the abilities to both send and receive data, depending on the user’s
needs. Additionally, this system was powered by a 200 maH lipo battery. This capability of
transmitting and receiving data could bear great importance for future sensor package systems.
Future iterations of this prototype could include users sending servo signals from their
computers or data systems to the sensor package itself to operate small gimbals, if implemented
into a reasonable package size. This displays the packages ability to receive signals. Meanwhile,
on the data sending side of the sensor package, the package can send acquired data, received
from the microcontroller or various other sensors, back to a computer or data receiving
system/transceiver. One future implementation of this “data sending ability” that we considered
but couldn’t implement, due to competition time constraints, consisted of attaching a temperature
sensor to generate temperature data in case of overheating. This generated data could then shut
off the system in the case of system overheating.
Meanwhile, in the case of “system shut-off” the user on the data receiving end would
receive an alert that the sensor package system had overheated, hence the “system shut-off.”
Thus less confusion would arise if a video feed disappeared or failed to populate in the video
feed viewer. The reason we considered reducing system failure in regards to issues of
overheating stemmed from multiple trials of using our FPV camera system, and cloverleaf
antenna camera systems; whereby our cameras would sometimes get so hot that they could
undergo permanent damage if not monitored and used properly. One particular instance of this
issue was observed when we placed this camera near foam and in a short period of time the foam
started to melt, while smoke was produced.
Overall, the structure of this system could provide much greater depth in sensor package
capabilities depending on user needs as they relate to sending and receiving data across a sensor
package system.
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Budget:
Over the course of nine months, we have spent $6341.12 for research and development of our
system. Each resource was from the following:
Mechanical Engineering Department

$1342.43

Electrical Engineering Department

$1215.44

AFRL Funds

$3783.25

Total

$6341.12

Full itemized list can be found in Appendix D
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Appendix A-1: Discover Phase Documents
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Appendix A-2: Journey Mapping Activity
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Appendix A-3: Functional Decomposition Activity
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Aappendix A-4: Design By Analogy Activity
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Appendix A-5
Table 1: Dry Time, Liquid Nails, Vinyl Composition Adhesive on Brick and Wood Surfaces

Table 2: Wet Surface Test, Terro Brand Glue Trap:

Table 3: Wet Surface Test, Victor Brand Glue Trap:

Table 4: Using a Scale to Measure Force, Terro Brand Glue Trap:

Table 5: Using a Scale to Measure Force: Victor Brand Glue Trap:
No figure necessary, trial not performed due to group discussion and plan revision.
Table 6: Low Force, Quick Slap Trials, With Instant 1 lbs Weight Added, Terro:
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Table 7: Low Force, Quick Slap Trials, With Instant 1 lbs Weight Added, Victor:

Table 8: Low Force, Quick Slap Trials, With 5 Minute Wait Before 1 lbs Weight Added, Terro:

Table 9: Low Force, Quick Slap Trials, With 5 Minute Wait Before 1 lbs Weight Added, Victor:
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Appendix B
Drone Flight Safety Procedure
Robotic Sensor Placement – AFRL Design Challenge
Senior Design
March 04, 2021
Members: Anthony Stehr, Dat Ngyuen, Erich Warzek, John Milner, Nathan Phipps, Semere Filmon, Ariel
Lafuente, Jacob Zahorik, Phi, Nguyen
This document serves the purpose of containing the step-by-step procedures that must be executed before,
during, and after the done flight takeoff.
1.

Drone flight must be inside.

2.
Tether must be established with drone; in addition, the line must be shorter than the closest
distance from any individual or physical obstacle.
3.

Everyone is wearing protective eye wear such as goggles.

4.

Turn on Transmitter.

5.

Commence start up procedure.
a.

Check if Remote Control is transmitting signal.

b.

Check if Drone is Receiving Remote Control Signal.

c.

Check if Distance Sensors are Fitted.

d.

Check if Distance Sensors are Functioning.

e.

Check Propellors are properly fitted to motor.

f.

Check Propellors not damaged.

g.

Check Propellor guards are not damaged.

h.

Check to see if Kill Switch is installed and functioning(light).

i.

Check that everyone is clear from Drone is 15 ft away from drone before takeoff.

j.

Assure necessary flight modes on Remote Control are selected.

6.

Before drone is turned on, everyone in the room verbally states, “DRONE ON”.

7.

Drone is Turned on by pilot.
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8.

Pilot moves 15 feet away from drone.

9.

Before drone begins flight, everyone in the room verbally states, “DRONE IN FLIGHT”.

10. Drone directed by pilot to lift off.
11. Drone Pilot will verbally state each action that will be done with drone.
12. No one comes closer to the drone than the length of the tether when drone blades are moving.
13. Once drone flight is complete, everyone in the room verbally states, “CLEAR AREA”.
14. Commence shut down procedure.
a.

Land Drone at the minimum of 15 feet from the closest individual

b.

Wait 5 seconds after propellers are brought to a complete stop.

c.

Turn off Transmitter.

d.

Pilot will turn off and put Remote Control on a flat surface.

e.

Pilot will Approach Drone.

f.

Pilot will disconnect power source from drone.

15. Once shut down procedure is complete, the pilot will state, “DRONE OFF”.
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Appendix C
Table 1: Constant Sweeping Code, Pan (180 degrees) and Tilt (90 degrees):
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Table2: Two Potentiometer / Knob Controlled, Pan (180 degrees) and Tilt (180 degrees):
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Appendix D
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